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  Each student will be assigned 

an experienced teacher for 
their face-to-face lessons  

Fully mobile platform of high quality  
IELTS preparation and mock exam material 

Written feedback on speaking and writing 
from the teacher 

Guided mode to help focus self-study time 
on skills that need the most practice 



Here the student 
will find easy to 
navigate videos 
on each part of 
the exam with 
exercises to check 
understanding. 

There are up to 40 full IELTS 
practice tests available. 
‘Guided’ mode uses the 
student’s progress record to 
select the practice that the 
student needs to focus on. 

Once the student’s level has been established, they are ready to 
join their first face-to-face online class. 

Students will meet their assigned teacher twice a week for a total  
of 4 hours of face-to-face online classes. In these sessions students 
will practise exam strategies and techniques and will be 
familiarised with the wide range of topics that feature in the IELTS 
exam. They will also be provided with lots of opportunity to speak 
and ask questions. 

 The teacher will set tasks to complete on our IELTS platform each 
week, ensuring that students are focussed and have clear goals. If 
necessary, the teacher will assign extra work and will be available to 
respond to questions electronically. 

In addition to the guidance and support provided by the student’s 
face-to-face teacher, our IELTS platform features an ‘Ask your 
teacher’ facility meaning the student always has access to help 
when they need it. This is complimented by a series of expertly 
made videos with help and test taking tips. 

In face-to-face classes with the teacher, 
students will practise exam strategies 
and academic IELTS topics. The teacher 
will focus on pronunciation for the 
speaking exam.



 

 
  

Progress 

 Charts like these are useful for 
the student and teacher to 
understand why they might be 
making more progress in certain 
skills. The student can use this 
to plan how to spend their self-
study time more effectively. 

Each student has access to a sophisticated 
progress tracker on the platform which keeps a 
record of what tasks the student has completed, 
the score they achieved and the time taken. They 
are able to review what they have done in each 
skill; listening, reading, writing and speaking, and 
redo the tasks that they want to try a second time 
to get an improved score. 
 

Time spent 

Listening Speaking Reading Writing

The possibility to review and redo tasks that the 
student wants to improve is highly motivating 
 

The navigation pane is 
accessible from any page on 
the platform. Here students 
can track their progress.  Tracker 



 

  

 

The initial level test 
will help to decide 
which level of IELTS  
face-to-face online 
class is most suitable 
for the student; 
intermediate or 
advanced.  

  

Times and Pricing Overview 

  

 Face-to-face online classes can take place 6 days a 
week meaning students can select a combination 
that suits their schedule. CIE requires that 
students attend the same classes each week. This 
ensures consistency and means they will develop 
a relationship with their teacher and classmates. 

1:1 COURSES 
Length of course Price per student 
4 weeks £800 
12 weeks £2280 
24 weeks £4320 

GROUP COURSES 
Length of course Price per student 
4 weeks £360 
12 weeks £960 
24 weeks £1800 

Live online lessons 
Unlimited access to online IELTS platform 
Marking of student’s work 
Administration costs including 
enrolment, induction and level testing 

 Times are UK BST. These times are suggested. Times are flexible upon request and consideration of local time 
zone and student take up. 

Overview for student 

What CIE will provide for you: 

 Initial level test, needs analysis & IELTS platform orientation 
 Access to online IELTS platform of practice material & mock tests 
 4 hours of weekly face-to-face lessons with an experienced 

teacher via an online video tool e.g. Zoom 
 Written feedback from your teacher on speaking and writing tasks 
 Lessons prepared with specific consideration of students’ needs 
 Option to extend your course with additional 1:1 classes  
 Regular 45-minute individual progress and welfare tutorials   
 End of course CIE certificate and report for students that 

complete their course of study 

What we require from you: 
 Self-study courses require discipline and application from the 

student 
 We expect students will need to do between 8 to 10 hours of 

guided self-study per week (in addition to the 4 hours of face-to-
face online classes) 

What do students need to join a course? 

 A computer, tablet, laptop or smart phone 
 Your device needs to have a camera, speaker and microphone 

Once a student has made a booking and it has been accepted, we will 
provide a username and login to access the course. 
 

 



 

  
School and Team 

CIE Oxford is a small independent English Language Course 
provider with a school in the centre of Oxford in England, 
where our team of teachers are based.  We opened in 1974 
and have since helped students all over the world improve 
their English and achieve their academic goals. All our 
teachers are highly qualified, experienced and dedicated 
towards helping their students. 
 
 
 
 
An important factor to consider with any remote online 
course is contact between the school and the student. CIE 
has a friendly, contactable Management Team who are 
available to answer any questions or concerns our online 
students may have. Students can make contact about 
anything from questions about their level or their teacher to 
administrative questions about extending their course. 

CIE Co-Principals John Hudson and 
Irma Banyte-Kelly oversee all aspects 
of teaching and administration at CIE 
and are actively involved in each 
student’s development. 

CIE has a friendly, contactable Management Team who 
are available to answer any questions or concerns our 
online students may have. 

All CIE teachers are highly qualified, experienced and dedicated 
towards helping their students. 
 



 

 

We have worked hard to develop a course we believe 
will provide maximum opportunity for students to 
achieve their IELTS goals. 

To join a course, students will need to go to the CIE Oxford 
homepage: www.cie-oxford.com and click the ‘Contact Us’ tab. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have worked hard to develop a course we believe will 
provide maximum opportunity for students to work towards 
achieving their IELTS goals without the expense of a travel 
abroad programme. 
 
 
 
 
 
We look forward to welcoming students who feel they can 
benefit from this course. 

Click here 


